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The Evolving ORB
HELLO!

Anne Larrivee

Former-
Binghamton Faculty Engagement Librarian & Institutional Repository Librarian

Current-
UPenn Social Sciences and Collections Analyst Librarian
We live in an evolving information landscape...
Different Forms of Access

**Toll Access**
- Access to Article through Subscription
- Subscription typically paid by Libraries

**Green Open Access**
- Open Public Access through Self-Archiving within IR
- Typically not the publisher’s final version

**Gold Open Access**
- Open Access Obtained through Publisher
- Typically requires a fee paid by author or funder

For more information, see *Publishing Open Access with Elsevier, pg. 2*
27.9% of all DOI-assigned journal articles are OA.

Comparative visits by site, December 2015 – November 2016

- ResearchGate: 710,700,000
- ScienceDirect: 528,700,000
- Wiley Online Library: 361,100,000

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE SHARING

Image: http://www.responsiblesharing.org/
2011-09: the Sci-Hub website goes live

2015-01: LibGen domain name registrations expire after site administrator dies from cancer.

2015-06: Elsevier files a civil suit against Sci-Hub and LibGen in the U.S. District Court for Southern NY.

2015-10: Elsevier is granted a preliminary injunction to suspend domain names. Bye sci-hub.org


http://slides.com/dhimmel/tea#/1/5
Image from Q&A with Curtis Kendrick

Curtis Kendrick, the new dean of Libraries, said he missed “the energy of a campus” after serving in the CUNY central administration office.
Photo by Jonathan Cohen
Developing The ORB

Alternative Names:
B-Open
B-Discoverable
B-Discovered
B-Represented
B-Digital
B-Access
B-pubs
Open Pubs
Digital Emphasis
B-works
B-Stor (Will JSTOR come after us? ;)
--Probably :)

B-more
Discover Scholarship
Binghamton Works
Binghamton Digital
Binghamton Brain Bank
Binghamton Blend
Boundless
Open Binghamton
Open Brain
Bing Scholar
DigiBing

B-Discovery
B-Data
B-PubArchive
B-Central
B-visible
B-Seen
B-Athenaeum
Pegasus
Binghamton Collective
ORB- Open Repository @ Binghamton
Gathering Buy-In

PARTICIPATION

CCPA: 6/6 Departments  
Decker: 2/2 Departments  
Harpur: 12/26 Departments  
SOM: 1/1 Department  
Pharmacy: 0/1 Department  
Watson: 5/5 Departments  
Libraries: 33 submissions
The Evolution of Projects

Image Galleries | Journals | Collections
Journals
Paper Collections

- Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy
- MPA Capstone Collection
- NorthEast Center for Chemical Energy Storage
- Institute for Development Anthropology
Image Collections

MATHEMATICAL SCULPTURE COLLECTION

A LIE OF THE MIND

A Lie of the Mind (P1200891)

Image from production of A Lie of the Mind, a Sam Shepard play, presented at Watters Theater, Binghamton University. Directed by Anne Brady and ran February 24, 2017–March 12, 2017.

Visit site

at Watters Theater, Binghamton University, directed by Anne

WOMEN'S MARCH ARCHIVE
SelectedWorks Author Gallery

Sort by name (A-Z)

Dr. Josephine Allen
Professor Emerita
Disciplines
Social Work
Research Interests
Public policy, Social welfare administration and policy, comparative social welfare

Benjamin Andrus
Subject Librarian
Disciplines
Library and Information Science

Susan Appe
Assistant Professor
Disciplines
Public Affairs, Public Policy and Public Administration, Public Administration
Research Interests
Government-nonprofit relations, Evolution and dynamics of the

Lina Begdache
Assistant Professor
Disciplines
Medicine and Health Sciences
Research Interests
Epigenetics, Nutrigenomics, nutrigenetics
So, how is the usage evolving?
Top Downloads
June 2017 - Oct. 2017

NEHA Top Downloads
June 2017 - Oct. 2017
Top Downloads by Location

Institutions
- Binghamton University (987)
- National Park Service (234)
- Headquarters USAISC (149)
- University of Virginia (144)
- Sonoma State University (128)
- Columbia University (122)

Countries
- United States (64190)
- Canada (4574)
- Japan (3317)
- China (3199)
- United Kingdom (3090)
- Russian Federation (1791)
Elsevier Acquires bepress

By ROGER C. SCHONFELD | AUG 2, 2017
30 COMMENTS

Today, Elsevier announces its acquisition of bepress. In a move entirely consistent with its strategy to pivot beyond content licensing to preprints, analytics, workflow, and decision-support, Elsevier is now a major if not the foremost single player in the institutional repository landscape. If successful, and there are some risks, this acquisition will position Elsevier as an increasingly dominant player in preprints, continuing its march to adopt and coopt open access.
“A global information analytics business that helps institutions and professionals progress science, advance healthcare and improve performance for the benefit of humanity.”

Slide adapted from a presentation by Sarah Wipperman
Elsevier is Evolving: as a “Global Information Analytics Business”

- Pure
- Expert Lookup
- SciVal
- Plum Analytics
- SSRN
- HiveBench
- Mendeley
- BePress
Center for Open Science announces Elsevier as new signatory to TOP Guidelines

Sept. 5, 2017

...Elsevier develops and implements comprehensive new journal data guidelines...

The Center for Open Science is pleased to announce that Elsevier is furthering its support for improving the quality of research by becoming a signatory to the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines.

News Brief from the Center for Open Science
What’s next?
“When you’re finished changing, you’re finished.”

--Ben Franklin
THANKS!

Questions?

Anne Larrivee
Larrivee@upenn.edu
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